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About This Report

Building 15-Minute Communities: A Leadership Guide shares promising insights and strategies for leveraging infrastructure investment and real estate development to create walkable, transit-oriented, sustainable, complete communities. Filled with community-scale illustrations backed by actionable decisions at different stages, this report provides leaders with a framework for setting agendas, asking the right questions, seizing opportunities, and informing the next 100 years of city building. Learn more about the report at ULI Knowledge Finder, knowledge.uli.org.
The location of ULI district councils is overlaid on the *National Geographic* map of the “Human Footprint”—the level of impact people have in terms of pollution, carbon dioxide emissions, water consumption, etc. (*National Geographic*, using data from Wildlife Conservation Society and Center for International Earth Science Information Network–Columbia University; ULI)
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Building 15-Minute Communities: A Leadership Guide
Building 15-Minute Communities: A Leadership Guide shares promising insights and strategies for leveraging infrastructure investments and real estate development to create walkable, transit-oriented, sustainable, and complete communities.

Fifteen-minute communities hold the promise of accelerating decarbonization, increasing affordability, reducing climate and health risks, and fostering social equity and inclusion. This walking-centered approach to city building lays the foundation for developing compact, mixed-use communities that can increase real estate value, create co-benefits with joint use and co-location, and generate new resources to invest in the community.

This report:

• Highlights connections among automobile-dependent land use decisions, climate risks faced by infrastructure and real estate, affordability, and quality-of-life challenges that metropolitan areas and communities are grappling with today;

• Makes the case for dense, transit-oriented, walkable, mixed-use development that decarbonizes real estate and the supply chain; and

• Shares promising strategies to accelerate infill development with holistic infrastructure, align community vision with an active lifestyle, and enable strategic partnerships that promote joint delivery of infrastructure and services.

Part 1 of this report lays out the history of the concept of 15-minute communities and the genesis of this report. It has two sections:

• “The History of an Idea”—describing how a 1920s-era planning idea sparked a 2020 global leadership movement by meeting core human needs in communities.

• “Origin of This Report”—explaining how a ULI Curtis Infrastructure survey and convenings informed this leadership guide.

Part 2 offers tools to prompt conversations about 15-minute communities. It includes community-scale illustrations backed by actionable decisions that can be taken at different stages of development. It includes:

• “Five Forces for Change”—presenting a five-forces model for deploying whole-government initiatives, historic levels of infrastructure funding, and real estate opportunities that, combined with leadership actions, can achieve better results faster.

• “Leadership Strategies”—examining, first in broader metro regions and then in five geographic types, shared challenges and real estate opportunities, and offering leadership strategies that can be employed to transform metro regions into networks of 15-minute communities.

Each section provides a focus for leaders to set agendas, ask the right questions, seize opportunities, and shape outcomes to strive for.
Part 1
The Promise of 15-Minute Communities
Living close to work, walking to meet daily needs, and having a social life in the community were the hallmarks of prewar cities in America and around the globe. The introduction of automobiles in the 1900s changed that model, but cities soon started a century-long effort to return to walkable communities.

The idea of 15-minute communities began to take shape in U.S. planning during the 1920s when Clarence Perry in New York City’s planning department came up with the neighborhood unit plan. To address street fatalities occurring at the rate of one child per day, Perry developed a framework for walkable communities:

- Schools and parks located at the heart of communities. A child can walk about a quarter mile (0.4 km) to school if these facilities are placed in the center of communities, and people can use them for activities and events.

- Walkable streets and local shops. Streets are designed to enhance pedestrian safety and aesthetic enjoyment, and neighborhoods are complemented by shopping located within walking distance of homes.

Perry’s concept has reshaped New York’s regional planning. In the 1990s, the new urbanism movement used it to support transit-oriented development (TOD), which promotes mixed-use densification, creating a community within a 15-minute walk of transit stations or high-volume bus lines, and outdoor recreation within a half mile (0.8 km). Large-scale adoption of walking-focused plans ensued, including New Jersey’s statewide adoption of TOD, the San Francisco Bay area’s coordination of TOD in its nine counties and 101 cities, and the San Diego region’s TOD strategy. Many cities around the world have now adopted transit-oriented development to create walkable communities.

In Clarence Perry’s neighborhood unit plan, schools and parks are at the center of a walkable, mixed-use community. (Clarence Perry, 1929)
In the 21st century, the idea of 15-minute communities experienced a renaissance, with localities implementing iterations of the concept. In 2019, in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, Paris began implementing Carlos Moreno’s 15-minute city initiative, which focuses on cleaning the air, saving time, and reducing driving. Central ideas of the initiative include:

- Reclaim road space for people. Convert roads into car-free linear parks, make the city 100 percent accessible by bicycle, and operate “school streets” for safe walking to schools.

- Strengthen neighborhood-level engagement. Transform schools, nurseries, and playgrounds into community hubs for after-hours and weekend use. Create a budget that allows residents to participate in local environmental initiatives.

- Remodel the city as a walkable place. Distribute jobs, shops, and health, education, and cultural services within a short distance of people’s homes.

The results in Paris ignited a global leadership movement. In 2020, the mayors of the C40 Cities—an alliance of 100 world-leading cities—adopted the 15-minute city as part of its “C40 Mayors’ Agenda for a Green and Just Recovery” to build back better.

The 15-minute Paris plan, conceived by Carlos Moreno, puts essential functions within a short walk or bike ride of homes. (N. Bascop for Paris En Commun)
Transformations in North America

In North America, various cities are implementing visions, plans, and programs based on the 15-minute communities concept. Examples include:

- **Northwest:** Portland adopted [2030 Complete Neighborhoods](#) with a goal of providing 80 percent of residents with access to basic needs by walking, cycling, and transit.
- **Northeast:** Ottawa adopted a 25-year urban intensification plan to create a community of [15-minute neighborhoods](#). It aims to accommodate double the population and create the most livable medium-sized city in North America.
- **South:** Houston's [Walkable Places](#) ordinance aims to transform six central business districts into pedestrian-friendly, transit-oriented, compact examples of mixed-use development to reduce commuter traffic.
- **West:** The Los Angeles City Council unanimously adopted the [Livable Communities Initiative](#), aimed at “solving our housing crisis while delivering the beauty and convenience of a 15-minute city.” Furthermore, California structured its 2023 Infill Infrastructure Grant criteria in accordance with the following goals:
  - A quarter-mile (0.4 km) walkable distance to transit and amenities;
  - **Mixed-use densification** with broadband access, sustainable construction, reduced parking, and site amenities such as parks, senior services, and clinics; and
  - Affordable housing with rent control in infill development, or adaptive use of existing buildings.

Los Angeles's Livable Communities Initiative aims to make housing more livable through 15-minute communities. (Livable Communities Initiative)
The Popularity of Walkable Communities

The desire to live and work in walkable communities has also gained popularity. Surveys of Americans have found:

- **Three in five people** favor living in walkable communities with a mix of houses and stores rather than places that require driving between home, work, and play.
- **Half of millennials and baby boomers** want to live in walkable communities.
- By a four-to-one margin, **office tenants** prefer walkable communities over office parks.

Since 2022, **three in five businesses** globally have accommodated hybrid and work-from-home arrangements. In the United States, building walkable communities has become a key focus. Notably:

- **Three in four Americans** do not meet recommended physical activity levels.
- The American Planning Association launched **Plan4Health** to link planning with health.
- In March 2023, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services **launched a campaign, Build Healthy Communities**, to promote a walking-centric built environment as part of its **Healthy People 2030** initiative.

Now more than ever, it is critical that leaders build on this momentum and resolve any controversy with clear communication. Although the idea of 15-minute communities has encountered pushback from some commentators, cities have proactively addressed concerns. For example, Edmonton, Alberta, notes on its **District Planning website** that this type of planning “moves us closer to our vision for a more connected, prosperous, healthy, and climate-resilient city. It is not about restricting movement, monitoring people, or tracking an individual’s carbon emissions.”
Plan Melbourne
A Walkable Community Model for a Growing Metropolitan Area

Melbourne is the fastest-growing metropolitan area and city in Australia, with a population expected to nearly double from 4.6 million to 8 million by 2050. To shift from automobile-dependent to transit-oriented land use, Melbourne uses a walkable communities model to plan for integrating infrastructure, transportation planning, and land use strategies.

In 2020, Victoria and the city of Melbourne approved Plan Melbourne to direct the replanning of the city as a network of 20-minute walkable neighborhoods called “neighborhood activity centers.” These centers are to be integrated into major infrastructure projects to connect and help communities and local businesses thrive locally.

Plan Melbourne is a prime example of how a metropolitan area can operationalize walkable communities. It encompasses land use policies, facilities and services, the economic case for infrastructure, a five-year implementation plan, and inclusive community engagement centered on youth participation, community health, and partnerships.

The Plan Melbourne Five-Year Implementation Plan identifies 112 action items, including the following:

- Ensuring applicability to both large urban centers and small local centers: Plan for people to live and work locally in both large urban centers and small local centers.
- Creating a sustainable, equitable, and accessible city with a network of healthy, walkable neighborhoods by 2030: Connect hundreds of neighborhood activity centers to create a city of “20-minute neighborhoods.” Ensure that no one is left behind in reaching the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals by 2030.
- Providing walkable access to a variety of daily living needs: Locate facilities and services within a half mile (0.8 km) trip—including walking from home to a destination and back again—a distance people are generally willing to walk.
- Serving daily living needs with local facilities:
  - Schools and other facilities that offer lifelong learning;
  - Health and services facilities;
  - Entertainment, shopping, and food establishments;
  - Parks, community gardens, green spaces, sports, and recreation spaces;
  - Affordable housing options for aging in place; and
  - Green streets with safe cycling connected to public transportation.
- Implementing infrastructure at the community scale to optimize benefits:
  - Reduce by hundreds of millions of dollars the annual costs related to congestion, health, and road maintenance by replacing 50 percent of short vehicle trips with walking;
  - Reduce health risks by 26 percent by promoting 30 minutes of walking daily, five days a week;
  - Increase actual and perceived safety through use of greenery and street-scale features;
  - Reduce household transportation costs by half and increase the number of people entering shops by 40 percent;
  - Reduce pollution by 50 percent by creating walkable, compact, mixed-use neighborhoods;
  - Reduce energy consumption by 10 percent by planting urban street trees; and
  - Benefit from a 13-to-1 benefit/cost ratio from investing in walkways to reduce health care costs, greenhouse gas emissions, etc.
“The city of 15 minutes is . . . the opportunity to get rid of restraints, to transform each place in a multitude of possibilities, with each one leading to another like a succession of new openings. One place, several uses, each use, new creativity. . . . [The concepts of the 15-minute city] allow us to experience an infinity of places of urban possibilities. It is a journey to embody the places, to find humanity at the end of the street, to give a heart to the heart of the city.”

—Carlos Moreno

Carlos Moreno, a professor at the University of Sorbonne, Paris, and creator of a framework for 15-minute cities, envisions “a city of short distances” that can break free of linear time and discover infinite resources through creativity. As an adviser to the mayor of Paris, Moreno developed a framework for people to accomplish six essential functions by walking or biking within 15 minutes from their dwellings: living, working, commerce, health care, education, and entertainment that emphasize sustainability, resilience, and place identity. By meeting core human needs, this simple idea can reshape city building worldwide for the next century.

A 15-minute city provides multiple uses in one place, each generating an innovative, creative experience. (N. Bascop for Paris En Commun)
Origins of This Report

“Real estate is about people; the building is a byproduct. We have a responsibility to build an environment—not just build buildings. Having a vision is very important; it gives you an idea of a road map where you are headed, a sense where to get back.”

—Jim Curtis, ULI Life Trustee

For ULI, the concept of 15-minute communities is not new. It has arisen in broad Institute gatherings and publications, as well as in recent workshops and a survey focused on infrastructure.

15-Minute Communities in ULI

Among the ULI events and publications emphasizing 15-minute communities are the following:

• In February 2021, the 2021 ULI Virtual Europe Conference featured Marion Waller, an adviser to the mayor of Paris, who spoke about reclaiming parking lots for people, connecting communities, and turning empty spaces into green spaces to improve every street and public service offered by the city.

• In March 2021, ULI Asia Pacific featured a presentation on the Singapore Land Transport Master Plan 2040’s “20-minute town,” a model of self-sufficiency supported by the Housing and Development Board’s neighborhood centers and developer investment in mixed-use urban communities. The model centers on active commutes, climate resilience, community engagement, support for flexible work, and the harnessing of the online community.

• In June 2021, ULI’s Urban Land magazine featured the article “De-Infrastructuring in the Era of the 15-Minute City,” which suggests a decentralized infrastructure alternative that better connects supply and demand. This approach aims to boost community investments by linking related infrastructure and services within the same district.

Localized infrastructure can better employ resources and meet demand. (Steven Baumgartner)
Following a generous contribution by ULI Life Trustee Jim Curtis, ULI established the ULI Curtis Infrastructure Initiative in 2021. The initiative’s core mission is to promote leading-edge infrastructure and real estate decisions that create equitable, resilient, thriving communities worldwide. In a survey and at the following events, ULI members representing the Institute’s global community in the fields of infrastructure, land use, and real estate have provided ideas and insights that have informed this report.

- 2021 ULI Global Infrastructure Survey. A global survey was conducted in 2021 to identify infrastructure priorities. The responses of 338 ULI members from across the globe (two-thirds from North America) identified the need to invest in community infrastructure, green mobility, renewable energy, and operational resources to maintain infrastructure. Reshaping metropolitan areas and cities into walkable communities was seen as vital to support working from home, increase affordable living, and reduce climate risks.

- 2022 ULI Design Sprint. The ULI Curtis Infrastructure Global Advisory Board facilitated a workshop bringing together ULI members to identify components of a trendsetting, financially sustainable working model to deliver walkable, complete communities and transit-oriented metro regions. Densifying areas around transit lines with walkable mixed uses was identified as the key to decarbonizing real estate and delivering high-quality public spaces, public realms, community infrastructure, and urban communities that are off the energy grid and offer energy independence. Critical steps are to clearly define stakeholder roles and responsibilities within the community and to align clear actions with infrastructure and development stages.

- 2022 ULI Infrastructure Forum. Held to identify infrastructure, land use, and real estate decisions that would promote creation of transit-oriented communities in various geographical types, the forum had as its goal helping leaders shift from building buildings to building communities. Facilitated by the forum leadership, ULI members identified the need to deliver 15-minute communities in all geographies, combine infrastructure and promote joint use, boost real estate value to improve community equity, and position ULI as a global leader in innovative decarbonization solutions to mitigate climate change through city building.

Visual models can help leaders make informed, proactive decisions at the metro region and community scales. Six geographies, selected on the basis of real estate and infrastructure opportunities to improve communities, are detailed in this report.

“In a world that can be dominated by pro forma, performance goals, and delivery methods, the concept of 15-minute communities brings the important dimension of scale back into city building.”

—Gullivar Shepard, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership
District council locations in North America, overlaid on a map of daily vehicle-miles traveled. (StreetLight Data; ULI)
Part 2
Leadership Strategies for 15-Minute Communities
“Every single person in the land use process has the real ability to make a visible difference and make it matter because they are part of the process. If they push for the right choices, each one of them has the ability to change the world. I believe that infrastructure and land use processes shape how we live, how we work, where we live, where we work, and how we move goods and services.”

—Jim Curtis, ULI Life Trustee

Over the next seven years, the United States and Canada are expected to develop over 10 billion square feet (930 million sq m) of new building space, including more than 6 million new residential units, within their 425 metropolitan areas. Without proper guidance from leadership in government, real estate, and nonprofit sectors, these developments might remain automobile-dependent. With guidance on walking-centered, transit-oriented planning, these developments can deliver the outcomes of 15-minute communities discussed in part 1 of this report.

Through the ULI workshops, five forces to promote successful development of 15-minute communities were identified:

1. **Align leadership actions with innovative initiatives**
2. **Combine actions to streamline infrastructure delivery**
3. **Combine actions to make infrastructure multifunctional**
4. **Combine actions to build 15-minute communities**
5. **Combine actions to bring infrastructure to life**

This section examines these five forces and how they can be harnessed.
1. Align Leadership Actions with Innovative Initiatives

In 2021–2023, multiple innovative whole-government initiatives were released, backed by federal infrastructure funds set aside for use through 2030. This marks a historic increase in support infrastructure improvements. Leaders can now align their actions with these initiatives to better leverage infrastructure funds.

Infrastructure Initiatives and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure initiatives</th>
<th>Leadership actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30x30 Conservation</td>
<td>Led by the United Nations in 2022, the United States and Canada signed an agreement to conserve 30 percent of land and water by 2030 and increase nature-based solutions. Restore forest and the natural environment; expand parks and open spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice40 Initiative</td>
<td>A U.S. nationwide effort in 2021 aims to allocate 40 percent of infrastructure investments toward improving livability in disadvantaged communities. Fill transit and service gaps; extend site improvements; create public spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy People 2030</td>
<td>A U.S. nationwide call to action in 2023 to end hunger, build healthy communities, and reduce diet-related disease by 2030, this initiative sets data-driven national objectives to improve health, education, and care. Build healthy communities with safe, walkable access to care, education, and health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% decarbonization by 2030</td>
<td>In 2021, the United States signed the Paris agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 50 percent by 2030. It plans to decarbonize the supply chain, create well-paying jobs, and develop clean energy technologies through 37 initiatives. Build with low-carbon materials; install clean energy; remove carbon with nature-based solutions; remove parking and waste</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Combine Actions to Streamline Infrastructure Delivery

Historically, infrastructure has been planned, designed, financed, constructed, maintained, programmed, owned, and governed by siloed disciplines, jurisdictions, and agencies through a variety of operational districts, agreements, and easements. This complexity causes delays, cost escalations, and changes in infrastructure delivery.

In 2021, the federal governments in the United States and Canada committed trillions of dollars through 2030 to rebuild mobility and environmental, community, and energy infrastructure. Notably, the U.S. Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) funds can be leveraged to streamline infrastructure delivery, which will help leaders:

- form effective partnerships and cost share;
- build local capacity to expedite the due diligence review process;
- fund projects end-to-end to reduce commitment barriers; and
- accelerate early works to get to construction faster and smarter.

Multifunction districts can help a metro region or 15-minute community coordinate infrastructure delivery, real estate development, and community initiatives. Some jurisdictions, including in Colorado and Texas, have established multifunction districts to better integrate planning, resourcing, and partnership. These districts can:

- Integrate coordination of services such as fire protection, street improvements, recreation, and television replay services;
- Increase use of public/private partnerships for such actions as creating innovation districts; and
- Issue tax-exempt bonds for collecting tax revenue to finance infrastructure and housing.

This model can be leveraged to streamline and improve integration within a geography type.

IIJA Funding Structure, Eligibility Criteria, and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding recipients and eligibility criteria</th>
<th>Leadership actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recipients by geography</strong></td>
<td>Create a multifunctional district for a metro region or a 15-minute community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro region, rural jurisdiction, tribal entity, special district</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recipients by sector</strong></td>
<td>Form partnerships such as joint ventures for infrastructure projects or development, or community partnerships for local initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organizations, private companies, higher-education institutions, research institutions, technology developers, laboratories, utility entities, engineering and construction firms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligible uses</strong></td>
<td>Fund roles and responsibilities to implement various infrastructure and development stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and engagement, capital delivery, operations and maintenance, research, data analysis, training, technical assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Categories</strong></td>
<td>Combine related infrastructure in projects to create co-benefits and streamline infrastructure delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental remediation, resilience, water, clean energy, public transportation, broadband, rails, roads, safety, bridges, ports, waterways</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Combine Actions to Make Infrastructure Multifunctional

The intensity and frequency of climate change events are expected to increase in coming years. More flooding, drought, forest fires, extreme heat and cold, and blackouts will occur. These events will directly affect the reliability of infrastructure to support real estate development across metro regions and communities. This will increase the urgency to do the following:

- Better coordinate community infrastructure and build walkable facilities for joint use. **Community infrastructure**—such as health care, education, child care, senior care, emergency services, and social and cultural organizations—is mostly not coordinated within a geographic area, and such facilities generally are not designed for joint use or a walkable access. The result is planning delays, inefficient facility operation, and service gaps.

- Ensure that mobility infrastructure is reliable, accessible, and provides seamless transit and active mobility services. **Mobility infrastructure**—such as regional rapid transit, local transit, micro-mobility, bikeways, trails, car sharing services, door-to-door accessibility, and electric vehicle charging—is mostly not coordinated within metro regions. The result is unreliable service, workers unable to commute by transit, and high driving costs that make life unaffordable.

- Enhance synergies among environmental and energy infrastructure. Environmental infrastructure—such as open space for reducing flooding and mitigating droughts, and nature-based solutions for increasing water supply and reducing urban heat—can be used to improve conditions for energy infrastructure, such as reducing energy consumption and providing bioenergy, carbon uptake, and storage. The result can be reduced blackouts.

- Align decisions for multifunctional infrastructure through oversight by congressional committees. The administration of key infrastructure funds is overseen by U.S. House and Senate committees, which will help departments and agencies make infrastructure decisions together, achieving the common goal faster. Notably, using funds from the **Inflation Reduction Act (IRA)** and **American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)**, leaders can do the following:

### Committee Oversight and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committees for oversight of funds distribution and reporting</th>
<th>Leadership actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child and senior care, health, and education</td>
<td>Collocate multiple services within community hubs; deliver a walkable network of community hubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit, complete streets, regional greenway, active transportation, clean mobility</td>
<td>Transform transit, green streets, bikeways, and trails into a seamless network within metro regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy, building efficiency, drought mitigation, and water supply</td>
<td>Create urban sponge and forest; build clean energy; decarbonize buildings within a district</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Combine Actions to Build 15-Minute Communities

Building 15-minute communities requires buy-in from many stakeholders. One approach that has gained popularity is creating transit-oriented communities (TOCs). Los Angeles County, Miami-Dade County, the nine counties of the San Francisco Bay area, and Ontario, Canada, have adopted TOCs as a way to create walkable, complete, 15-minute communities around transit stations. This support of TOCs can shape upstream decisions that affect a range of infrastructure and deliver benefits:

- mobility infrastructure—reducing vehicle-miles traveled (VMT);
- environmental infrastructure—reducing flood risk;
- community infrastructure—co-locating services in one building;
- energy infrastructure—decarbonizing a district; and
- utility infrastructure—increasing water or wastewater capacity.

When these elements are depicted in a community-scale three-dimensional model, stakeholders can see how their decisions and actions affect the community and how the surrounding improvements can benefit their projects. These actions (detailed in the next two sections of this report) can be taken at the level of the six geographies listed below.

Geographies and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography type</th>
<th>Leadership actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metro regions (metropolitan areas)</td>
<td>Decarbonize metro regions with a network of 15-minute communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtowns (central business districts)</td>
<td>Diversify CBDs to create decarbonized, affordable, live-in downtowns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge cities (uptown or suburban cores)</td>
<td>Humanize edge cities, making them heat-proof communities friendly to people of all ages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban corridors (suburban strips)</td>
<td>Densify suburban corridors, making them walkable, mixed-use innovation districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malls (shopping centers or shopping malls)</td>
<td>Transform malls into transit- and trail-oriented mixed-use communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exurbs (rural exurbs or agricultural areas)</td>
<td>Activate exurbs as working landscapes in the form of agrihoods or through other nature-based solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Five Forces for Change

Metro regions (metropolitan areas)

Downtowns (central business districts)

Edge cities (uptown or suburban cores)

Suburban corridors (suburban strips)

Malls (shopping centers)

Exurbs (rural exurbs or agricultural areas)
5. Combine Actions to Bring Infrastructure to Life

The fifth force for change brings everything together with a human-centered lens. With this focus, infrastructure delivery can be further streamlined while elevating a healthy community culture.

In 2020, Hillsborough County, Florida, which includes Tampa, established the One Water campus program to integrate drinking water, wastewater, and reclaimed water solutions into one system. The program brings together siloed infrastructure in an integrated system that promotes multiple uses and improves planning coordination.

Leaders in other areas can apply this strategy to group related infrastructure systems into “one” infrastructure. This approach will enable leaders to break down silos, collaborate to improve infrastructure integration, and share resources to enhance user experiences of infrastructure within metro regions and 15-minute communities. It can be applied in several areas.

### Grouping Infrastructure and Needed Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure systems</th>
<th>Leadership actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>One vision</strong></td>
<td>Initiate a “one vision” infrastructure project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build digital regional and community-scale three-dimensional models for multijurisdictional planning development integration, infrastructure upgrades, phasing coordination, and community improvement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One environmental infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Initiate a “one environmental” infrastructure project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine open space, flood and drought protection, environmental restoration, stormwater management, utilities, and water supply in one urban sponge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One community infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Initiate a “one community” infrastructure project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-locate education, social, health, recreation, and cultural facilities, plus services in a community hub.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One energy infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Initiate a “one energy” infrastructure project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine the energy grid, renewable energy, carbon removal, and waste management (such as an automated waste collection system) in the same district.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One mobility infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Initiate a “one mobility” infrastructure project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine regional, rapid, and local transit, micro-mobility, trails, broadband, and accessibility improvements into a one-trip experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Waterloo Greenway in downtown Austin, Texas, combines flood protection and park recreation. (MVVA)
Multitenant models can provide multiple services under one roof. (DSAI)
Car-free living as an affordable way of life
Deliver child-friendly main walk from the outset

“One mobility” infrastructure facilitates walking and cycling for all ages. (ULI Toronto)
Leadership Strategies in Metro Regions

“Cities are integrated and living organisms; siloed planning is no longer effective. Human-centric cities take into account the relationship between 15-minute communities and the resulting new location decisions for infrastructure that are essential for integrated local area planning.”

–Matthew Kwatinetz, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership

Across metro regions, communities share challenges and real estate opportunities. This section offers leadership strategies that can be employed to transform metro regions into a network of 15-minute communities.

Decarbonize Metro Regions through a Network of 15-Minute Communities

In the United States and Canada, more than nine in 10 people live in metro regions. Some metro regions are experiencing population growth of over 15 percent per year. As noted, this rapid growth will bring the total U.S. and Canadian population to over 400 million by 2030.

Reliable infrastructure, effective decarbonization, and integrated coordination of planning are vital to successfully building low-carbon metro regions with a network of decarbonized 15-minute communities. To that end, many metro regions are upgrading their interstate, interregional, and intercity high-speed, rapid, and local transit systems. These upgrades can be leveraged to help decarbonize these areas through creation of a network of transit-oriented 15-minute communities in various geographical real estate types.
In recent decades, events propelled by climate change have affected the ability of infrastructure to enable real estate development across metro regions. These events have raised awareness of the urgent need to act in the following ways:

- Protect public access to reliable and clean energy.

  Seventy-five percent of U.S. transmission lines and power transformers are estimated to be over 25 years old. The average lifespan of transmission lines is 50 years, and the average lifespan for transformers is 25 to 40 years. This aging infrastructure has caused blackouts and power outages that have affected significant numbers of people. Energy infrastructure funds from IIJA and IRA can be used to upgrade transmission lines and accelerate the transition to localized, clean energy—for example, following the smart grid model, which uses digital technology to allow two-way communication between the utility and its customers for more efficient transmission of electricity.

- Elevate public health and increase equitable access to clean air.

  Many metro regions have legacy highway projects that cause smog and increase incidents of asthma in “redlined” districts. Environmental and other funds from IIJA and IRA can be used to replace highways with tree-lined main streets, which reduce air pollution and urban heat.

- Increase public mobility and access to clean fuel.

  Many metro regions do not coordinate their regional rapid transit, local transit, and transportation demand management, such as micro-mobility, bikeways, trails, car sharing, and electric vehicle charging. Mobility funds from IIJA, IRA, and ARPA can be used to extend and integrate networks.

- Improve public emergency management and services.

  Many metro regions lack regionwide coordination of emergency and community services, which affects reliability, response time, and the level of service they can provide to meet resident and business needs. Community infrastructure funds from ARPA and IRA can be used to build community facilities and improve services to meet education, health, and social needs.
Ensure Effective Decarbonization

In 2022, the U.S. federal government launched the Net-Zero Game Changers Initiative, which provides strategies that can be applied to decarbonize metro regions. The strategies aim to achieve decarbonization by applying low-carbon approaches to infrastructure and buildings, installing renewable energy at scale, expanding transit and mobility-on-demand (e.g., electric bicycles and scooters), and advancing nature-based carbon removal. The initiative also calls for cross-cutting innovations applicable to metro regions:

- Decarbonize the electricity system by installing a net zero power grid with advanced transmission planning and operation and distribution systems to manage data;
- Repurpose transportation rights-of-way for transit, car sharing, protected bikeways, tree-lined streets, and long-duration energy storage; and
- Use the circular economy to decarbonize supply chains by boosting carbon capture and waste reduction.

Ensure Coordination of Integrated Planning

Effective implementation relies on sound leadership decision-making. That process starts with defining the metro region—scaling targets to inform a clear regional structure for coordinated planning. Key decision points involve defining several factors:

- Population and jobs growth targets—to inform the targeted number of residential units and housing types; commercial, institutional, and industrial development gross floor areas; and the corresponding energy load, water demand, and waste generation.
- Conservation network and targets—to shape decisions on building regional greenways to reduce flood and drought risks—connecting rivers, expanding the urban canopy, implementing reforestation, and establishing growth boundaries to reduce climate risk and boost densification.
- Household and economic development targets—to allocate community infrastructure for education, health care, emergency services, social and cultural facilities, and tourism; to create economic clusters that include institutions of higher education, research and development, and workforce housing; and to reposition interstate gateways and ports to boost economic opportunities.
- Energy and waste management networks targets—to establish interstate and intercity utility corridors for a smart energy grid and automated waste collection, solar panels and wind turbines, broadband infrastructure, and network-based data management systems.
- Transit, transportation network, and modal split ratio targets—to reduce vehicle-miles traveled, repurpose highways for rapid transit, integrate transit and an active mobility network, increase multimodal intersection density, improve the freight network to reduce conflicts with rapid transit, and improve emergency planning for climate events.
The Biden administration's Net-Zero Game Changers Initiative aims to decarbonize the supply chain through 37 interagency projects. (The White House)
### Leadership Strategies

**Decarbonize Metro Regions through a Network of 15-Minute Communities**

Leadership strategies for coordinating implementation efforts among government, real estate, and not-for-profit sectors are outlined below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential stages of actions</th>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Real estate</th>
<th>Nonprofit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 1:</strong> Define population and jobs growth targets</td>
<td>Create a multifunctional district; upgrade infrastructure</td>
<td>Update market analysis; create mixed-use, multifamily development models for TOCs</td>
<td>Undertake research and development initiatives; create community portals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 2:</strong> Define conservation network and targets</td>
<td>Establish conservation and growth boundaries; build greenways</td>
<td>Update environmental analysis; create open-space, flood-proofing, and restoration strategies</td>
<td>Undertake R&amp;D initiatives for nature-based solutions and carbon removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 3:</strong> Define household and economic development targets</td>
<td>Allocate and build community infrastructure based on walkable catchment</td>
<td>Update economic analysis; create leasing strategy to incorporate community facilities in development</td>
<td>Undertake R&amp;D initiatives for community health, green economy, and culture and tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 4:</strong> Define energy and waste management network</td>
<td>Implement joint utility corridors for energy, waste, and broadband</td>
<td>Update infrastructure analysis; create renewable energy and urban grid strategies</td>
<td>Undertake R&amp;D initiatives for clean energy generation and the circular economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 5:</strong> Define transit, transportation network, and modal split ratio</td>
<td>Adopt targets for non-auto modal split percentage, vehicle-miles traveled per trip, and parking reduction</td>
<td>Update mobility analysis; create a transportation demand management framework and a parking reduction plan</td>
<td>Undertake R&amp;D initiatives for transportation technology and industrial processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metro Regions
Leadership Strategies by Geography Type

Each of the five urban development types—downtowns, edge cities, suburban corridors, malls, and exurbs—presents distinct challenges and opportunities for building 15-minute communities. This section presents those, as well as leadership strategies that can be used to address them.

An example of transit-oriented communities organized at the metro region scale. Transit lines connect a network of local walkable communities. (Yvonne Yeung)
## Downtowns

Create Diversified, Decarbonized, Affordable, Live-in CBDs

“As a kid, I carried my cello to school, rode my bike to after-school programs at the fieldhouse in the park, ran errands to the corner grocery store, and safely played on the sidewalk until the streetlights came on. It was a 15-minute complete community.”

–Lucía Garsys, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership

North America has hundreds of downtowns that serve as economic drivers for cities. In the largest 30 downtowns, most buildings are used as office space, with the rest used for cultural institutions, tourism, and retail space, supported by rapid transit and some multifamily housing. This model, with much of the workforce commuting into the downtown area, entails extensive parking facilities and automobile-centric roads that are costly to maintain. Often, insufficient funds remain for community infrastructure to serve local residents.

In recent years, with more people choosing to work from home, developers in cities such as Philadelphia, Chicago, New York City, and elsewhere have pushed to convert office space into housing. According to a December 2022 report, more than 11,000 multifamily units were created from office conversions in 2021–2022, and 77,000 additional units are in the pipeline. This growth in residential populations requires immediate solutions to shift CBDs into “live-in” downtowns.

### Potential stages of actions

| Stage 1: Create a special district |
| Stage 2: Convert gray infrastructure to green infrastructure |
| Stage 3: Improve walking and cycling |
| Stage 4: Create a network of community hubs offering a variety of services |
| Stage 5: Decarbonize the district |

### Government

- Establish a district commission
- Connect green spaces; implement road diets
- Reduce parking; expand bikeways; increase transit
- Identify hub locations and co-locate public services in hubs
- Set carbon budget; add district energy and automated waste collection

### Real estate

- Create a community decarbonization vision
- Convert spaces to accommodate pop-ups and socializing
- Convert vacant spaces into housing; add micro-mobility options
- Lease ground/lower floors and adjoining outdoor space for hubs
- Add solar photovoltaics and biophilia elements; build with mass timber; update operation practices

### Nonprofit

- Establish a local advisory group
- Host cultural programs
- Develop a districtwide “one-trip” crowdsource app
- Fund an executive director for hubs; coordinate a walking school bus
- Run urban agriculture and waste-reduction programs
Stage 1: Create a special district

**Government**
Establish a district commission

**Real estate**
Create a community decarbonization vision

**Nonprofit**
Establish a local advisory group
Stage 2: Convert gray infrastructure to green infrastructure

15-Minute Communities Leadership Strategies

**Government**
Connect green spaces; implement road diets

**Real estate**
Convert spaces to accommodate pop-ups and socializing

**Nonprofit**
Host cultural programs
Stage 3: Improve walking and cycling

**Government**
Reduce parking; expand bikeways; increase transit

**Real estate**
Convert vacant spaces into housing; add micro-mobility options

**Nonprofit**
Develop a districtwide “one-trip” crowdsourced app
Stage 4: Create a network of community hubs offering a variety of services

**Government**
- Identify hub locations and co-locate public services in hubs

**Real estate**
- Lease ground/lower floors and adjoining outdoor space for hubs

**Nonprofit**
- Fund an executive director for hubs; coordinate a walking school bus
Stage 5: Decarbonize the district

**Government**
Set carbon budget; add district energy and automated waste collection

**Real estate**
Add solar photovoltaics and biophilia elements; build with mass timber; update operation practices

**Nonprofit**
Run urban agriculture and waste-reduction programs
### Potential stages of actions

| Stage 1: | Reduce heat risks; improve response speed; develop a plan for extreme-heat response |
| Stage 2: | Heat-proof the community and add green infrastructure |
| Stage 3: | Decarbonize the area; improve livability for all age groups |

### Government

- Develop a local extreme-heat response plan; **conduct financial planning** for reducing heat risk
- Implement road diet; install street trees and broadband; designate cooling centers
- Create a decarbonization plan; switch to renewable energy and reduce waste

### Real estate

- **Work with financiers** and insurers to create sustainable capital for heat reduction
- Install green walls and rooftop gardens; improve accessibility and digital connectivity
- Decarbonize buildings; provide on-site child care, senior care, and health care facilities

### Nonprofit

- Create a three-dimensional GIS-based community-scale performance model to plan heat response
- Convert parking lots into green spaces; arrange extreme-heat and blackout support
- Host recycling, composting, and planting campaigns

---

Edge cities typically comprise clusters of towers in automobile-centric areas surrounded by parking lots and wide roads containing many traffic lanes. The almost 200 edge cities in the United States and Canada provide homes and offices in multifamily apartments and towers. Since 2000, multifamily apartment occupancy has doubled.

With transit connections expanding to edge cities, these areas are becoming more popular among millennial families and retirees. In 2023, millennials hold the largest household size of 3.4 people, and half rent units in apartment buildings. Currently, over half of the households are headed by people over age 50, nine in 10 lack access to senior care, and three in four lack child care.

Urban heat islands and extreme heat have affected edge cities, which often lack cooling and green infrastructure, leading to blackouts and power outages. Reducing heat risk; increasing the number of family-sized units; improving public spaces; increasing access to child care, senior care, and education; and addressing social needs must be prioritized in these areas to benefit both existing and new residents.

“A 15-minute community is where I can access most of my daily life when I’m young and old.”  
—William Anderson, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership

“Extreme heat has perhaps the greatest potential to threaten life and health on a regular basis.”  
—Berkeley Center for Law, Energy, and Environment

Edge Cities

Create Heat-Proof, All-Ages-Friendly Communities

“A 15-minute community is where I can access most of my daily life when I’m young and old.”  
—William Anderson, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership

“Extreme heat has perhaps the greatest potential to threaten life and health on a regular basis.”  
—Berkeley Center for Law, Energy, and Environment
Stage 1: Reduce heat risks; develop a plan for extreme-heat response

**Government**
Develop a local extreme-heat response plan; conduct financial planning for reducing heat risk

**Real estate**
Work with financers and insurers to create sustainable capital for heat reduction

**Nonprofit**
Create a three-dimensional GIS-based community-scale performance model to plan for heat response
Stage 2: Heat-proof the community and add green infrastructure

**Government**
Implement road diet; install street trees and broadband; designate cooling centers

**Real estate**
Install green walls and rooftop gardens; improve accessibility and digital connectivity

**Nonprofit**
Convert parking lots into green spaces; arrange extreme-heat and blackout support
Stage 3: Decarbonize the area; improve livability for all age groups

15-Minute Communities Leadership Strategies

**Government**
Create a decarbonization plan; switch to renewable energy and reduce waste

**Real estate**
Decarbonize buildings; provide on-site child care, senior care, and health care facilities

**Nonprofit**
Host recycling, composting, and planting campaigns
Suburban Corridors
Add Density to Create Walkable, Mixed-Use Innovation Districts

“In fifteen-minute communities can free their users from the isolation of automobile travel. Neighbors, retail clerks, business owners, and educators become friends, and their community becomes a place of gathering.”
–Kevin Augustyn, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership

In the United States, two-thirds of office space, one-third of hotel rooms, and most of the retail space and housing stock are located in suburbs. Asphalt parking lots and roads in these suburban corridors create significant stormwater runoff and extensive truck delivery routes. The high costs of flooding damage, road maintenance, last-mile delivery, and inactive lifestyles in these areas have hurt businesses and property values, strained city resources, and increased household debt due to medical and car ownership expenses. Since 2020, more people have come to appreciate the value of living, working, learning, and taking part in recreation in one place. Residents of suburban bedroom communities now want walkable options—nearby amenities to reduce car trips and services to connect with neighbors—and high-quality jobs to keep kids from leaving. Cities—including some in California, Indiana, and Minnesota—have begun adopting policies to densify suburban corridors with innovative, walkable, mixed-use districts.

In the private market, capital allocation has shifted to mitigation of climate risks and investment in innovation businesses driven by millennials and members of generation Z. These age groups represent $2.5 trillion of spending power, and they prioritize innovation jobs and spending on cultural experiences, events, and healthy lifestyles. In response to those priorities and to retain that talent, developers are creating innovation districts on underused land.

Along with emerging transit improvements, these efforts to densify suburban corridors with walkable, mixed-use districts present a promising opportunity to decarbonize, expand the economy, and shape a sustainable future.

### Potential stages of actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Real estate</th>
<th>Nonprofit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1: Align decisions to build dense, walkable, mixed-use development</td>
<td>Prioritize vehicle-miles traveled reduction to drive mixed-use densification</td>
<td>Create a district-scale vision; assist government and landowners in delivering mixed-use development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2: Reduce daily trips by residents</td>
<td>Deliver a network of walkable hubs; add broadband service</td>
<td>Deliver hubs with new multifamily housing; add micro-mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3: Reduce daily trips by workers; add innovation jobs</td>
<td>Install urban greenways; increase public green spaces</td>
<td>Build mixed-use development with indoor and outdoor event spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Establish a local advisory group; develop ways to improve last-mile delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinate walking school bus and school streets programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Create an innovation hub to boost an innovation economy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suburban Corridors
Stage 1: Align decisions to build dense, walkable, mixed-use development

**Government**
Prioritize vehicle-miles traveled reduction to drive mixed-use densification

**Real estate**
Create a district-scale vision; assist government and landowners in delivering mixed-use development

**Nonprofit**
Establish a local advisory group; develop ways to improve last-mile delivery
Stage 2: Reduce daily trips by residents

**Government**
Deliver a network of walkable hubs; add broadband service

**Real estate**
Deliver hubs with new multifamily housing; add micro-mobility

**Nonprofit**
Coordinate walking school bus and school streets programs
Stage 3: Reduce daily trips by workers; add innovation jobs

**Government**
Install urban greenways; increase public green spaces

**Real estate**
Build mixed-use development with indoor and outdoor event spaces

**Nonprofit**
Create an innovation hub to boost an innovation economy
Malls

Transform Shopping Centers into Transit- and Trail-Oriented Mixed-Use Communities

“The repositioning and transformation of shopping malls represent the largest land reclamation opportunity in history. The key to rebirth is a strategy that integrates them into the community as walkable, mixed-use places that are well-connected to their neighbors.

“For some, it is a surgical intervention with streets and buildings that break up the superblock. For others, success is achieved with an almost complete redevelopment. We have the opportunity to repair environmental damage with new green infrastructure that delivers a more human and ecologically supportive space.”

–Craig Lewis, ULI Curtis Infrastructure Global Advisory Board Chair

In the United States and Canada, a quarter of the more than 1,000 malls are expected to close in coming years. Of those that will remain, half are undergoing repositioning, four in five are undertaking full conversion from malls to mixed use, and one in five is going through a retrofit and densification.

Many existing malls are located along transit lines or highways and have unobstructed green space. Their demise presents an opportunity to transform these spaces into sustainable, transit- and trail-oriented mixed-use communities.

Offices and multifamily housing are common uses in reoccupied spaces. Entire communities can be created by converting single-use retail into mixed-use employment nodes in an open-air format. Shifts in retail habits further support a move to mixed use. Millennials and gen-Zers are the biggest spenders and shop both in stores and online.

Potential stages of actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Government</th>
<th>Real estate</th>
<th>Nonprofit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1: Create a transit- or trail-oriented walkable, mixed-use district</td>
<td>Densify development with on-site services; add multisensory experiences; knit together new and existing places</td>
<td>Host cultural programs; boost healthy food and wellness culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2: Combine ownership and easements; accelerate redevelopment by infrastructure</td>
<td>Convert driveways into urban mixed-use streets; shift to renewable energy; blend uses to provide a healthy, active, open-air environment</td>
<td>Provide community car sharing and active mobility; set up a community hub and introduce programming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The repositioning and transformation of shopping malls represent the largest land reclamation opportunity in history. The key to rebirth is a strategy that integrates them into the community as walkable, mixed-use places that are well-connected to their neighbors.

“For some, it is a surgical intervention with streets and buildings that break up the superblock. For others, success is achieved with an almost complete redevelopment. We have the opportunity to repair environmental damage with new green infrastructure that delivers a more human and ecologically supportive space.”

–Craig Lewis, ULI Curtis Infrastructure Global Advisory Board Chair

In the United States and Canada, a quarter of the more than 1,000 malls are expected to close in coming years. Of those that will remain, half are undergoing repositioning, four in five are undertaking full conversion from malls to mixed use, and one in five is going through a retrofit and densification.

Many existing malls are located along transit lines or highways and have unobstructed green space. Their demise presents an opportunity to transform these spaces into sustainable, transit- and trail-oriented mixed-use communities.

Offices and multifamily housing are common uses in reoccupied spaces. Entire communities can be created by converting single-use retail into mixed-use employment nodes in an open-air format. Shifts in retail habits further support a move to mixed use. Millennials and gen-Zers are the biggest spenders and shop both in stores and online.
Stage 1: Create a transit- or trail-oriented walkable, mixed-use district

**Government**
Create a vision; improve transit, active mobility, and infrastructure; provide regulatory oversight

**Real estate**
Densify development with on-site services; add multisensory experiences; knit together new and existing places

**Nonprofit**
Host cultural programs; boost healthy food and wellness culture
Stage 2: Combine ownerships and easements; accelerate redevelopment

**Government**
Connect communities; prioritize infill development on parking lots or full reuse of malls; extend streets, trails, and green-space networks

**Real estate**
Convert driveways into urban mixed-use streets; shift to renewable energy; blend uses to provide a healthy, active, open-air environment

**Nonprofit**
Provide community car sharing and active mobility; set up a community hub and introduce programming

Malls
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Repositioning Strategy

By removing the roof, an enclosed mall can be transformed into a mixed-use area with looping shopping streets. (Arcadis)

De-Mall Strategy

Daylighting stream corridors can be part of efforts to reconnect urban grids and decommission malls. (Arcadis)
## Exurbs

Create an Activated Working Landscape of Agrihoods and Nature-Based Solutions

“Nature-based solutions are known to be highly effective, create multiple benefits, are lower in cost than conventional alternatives, and are compatible with existing technology. Yet, they are not adopted at the scale and pace that is both possible and urgently needed.”

—White House Council on Environmental Quality, Opportunities to Accelerate Nature-Based Solutions, 2022

North America holds one-third of the global agricultural land supply, and it is anticipated that food demand will double by 2050. Since 2000, many agricultural lands have been lost to urban sprawl. In addition, industrial agriculture generates greenhouse gas emissions and leads to loss of biodiversity and land degradation that has contributed to drought. Through the first quarter of 2023, drought had already affected one-third of the United States, and in November 2022 had contributed to an 80 percent increase in vegetable prices from a year earlier.

Former agricultural land can be better used by activating exurbs to create working landscapes of agrihoods and nature-based innovation. Agrihoods have become popular for integrating nature-based food production, nature conservation, and sustainable communal living. Another innovation is vertical farming—growing crops in stacked layers—which provides food production year-round and reduces water consumption by up to 90 percent. Sixfold market growth in vertical farming is predicted by 2030.

Solar energy can also play a role in exurban development. With a 70 percent price reduction in solar photovoltaics (PV) installation since 2010, many farms have co-located solar PV with crops. The solar PV market is expected to grow fivefold by 2030.

Higher-education institutions can contribute as well. One in 10 jobs is a green job, and one-third of the global green economy is in North America. Higher-education institutions are thus expanding their programs to meet the anticipated fourfold growth in green jobs by 2030, presenting an opportunity for these institutions to set up campuses in exurbs to study nature-based solutions.

### Potential stages of actions

| Stage 1: Create an agricultural heritage district |
| Stage 2: Decarbonize and restore nature |
| Stage 3: Add amenities; promote research on nature-based solutions |

### Government

- Establish a district commission; update policies; facilitate partnerships
- Connect ecosystems; restore forests; expand trail and cycling networks
- Arrange on-demand transit service; streamline permitting

### Real estate

- Create investment opportunities for carbon credits, vertical farming, and solar PV
- Implement regenerative farming and food-based planting in community
- Build agriculture-focused main streets; add renewable energy infrastructure; create agrihoods

### Nonprofit

- Establish a community land trust to conserve natural resources
- Host agribusiness and youth enterprise programs
- Set up a large-scale nature-based solutions research campus with higher-education institutions
Stage 1: Create an agricultural heritage district

**Government**
Establish a district commission; update policies; facilitate partnerships

**Real estate**
Create investment opportunities for carbon credits, vertical farming, and solar PV

**Nonprofit**
Establish a community land trust to conserve natural resources
Stage 2: Decarbonize and restore nature

**Government**
Connect ecosystems; restore forests; expand trail and cycling networks

**Real estate**
Implement regenerative farming and food-based planting in community

**Nonprofit**
Host agribusiness and youth enterprise programs
Stage 3: Add amenities; promote research on nature-based solutions

**Government**
Arrange on-demand transit service; streamline permitting

**Real estate**
Build agriculture-focused main streets; add renewable energy infrastructure; create agrihoods

**Nonprofit**
Set up a large-scale nature-based solutions research campus with higher-education institutions
In a transit-oriented community, every block acts as a miniature neighborhood, and every building and outdoor space contributes to enhanced livability. (ULI Toronto)
Conclusion

“A 15-minute community is a place where I do not need a car to get around and have all I need within walking distance of my home. Such places exist, and we can apply what we have learned from these places as we conceive of future communities.”
–Renee Schoonbeek, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership

Automobile-centric habits, single-use culture, and siloed ways of working have cost us unrecoverable time, adverse health effects, and dollars that can be wisely redeployed to reshape our world for the next 100 years. Fifteen-minute communities can reshape the future by aligning community and environmental outcomes with cross-sector leadership strategies. Leaders should take advantage of this once-in-a-century opportunity to rebuild the infrastructure of our world into 15-minute walkable, complete, and transit-oriented communities.

The success of this undertaking depends on leaders’ ability to lead the shift from:

• TOD to TOC: Shift from building buildings to building communities.
• Automobile-centric to people-centric: Make walking and cycling the top choices.
• Gray to green: Replace gray infrastructure like parking lots with parks and regional greenways.
• Mega-facility to local facility: Plan facilities with walkable catchment (15 minutes).
• Two-dimensional decisions to three-dimensional decisions: Create joint use by sharing space and sharing time. Make multijurisdictional decisions instead of single-jurisdictional ones.
• Planning for “just in time” to planning for “just in case”: Make proactive decisions.

To sustain this transformation, leaders need to shift from operating in a box to creating teams in all settings. Accepting the world as a living system can increase the capacity of leaders to make decisions when information changes and lead teams “on the fly.” Committing to follow-through can sustain leadership courage, build momentum, and expand the global movement to build 15-minute communities.

“Thoughtful leaders get results through people by making clear what needs to be done, why it should be done, and how each person can contribute.”–Jim Fisher, Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto Rotman School of Management

“Effective urban planning leadership for 15-minute communities requires combined budgets and strategic thinking, collaborative skills, and a commitment to sustainability, equity, and resilience.”–Steven Engblom, ULI Infrastructure Forum Leadership
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*Building 15-Minute Communities: A Leadership Guide* shares promising insights and strategies for leveraging infrastructure investment and real estate development to create walkable, transit-oriented, sustainable, complete communities. Filled with community-scale illustrations backed by actionable decisions at different stages, this report provides leaders with a framework for setting agendas, asking the right questions, seizing opportunities, and informing the next 100 years of city building.
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